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Mental Health



Significance

-The goal of our campaign is to educate, 

ensure people struggling with mental health 
problems do not feel alone, and provide 
information on how to get help for someone 
who may be struggling. 

-Normalizing getting help when people are 
struggling mentally or emotionally has the 
potential to save lives or at the very least 
significantly improve many individual’s 
overall quality of life.



Negative Portrayal in the Media 
● Split, Fight Club

○ Dissociative Identity Disorder
● 13 Reasons Why

○ Depression
● The Visit

○ Multiple psychiatric disorders
● Fatal Attraction

○ Bipolar Disorder, Borderline Personality Disorder
● To The Bone / Swan lake 

○ Eating Disorder 
○ Schizophrenia 



Positive Portrayal in the Media

● Shameless
○ Bipolar, Anxiety, Depression

● Bojack Horseman
○ Depression, Addiction, Trauma 

● Rick and Morty
○ Depression, Addiction, Anxiety

● Mr. Robot
○ DID, Depression, Anxiety

● This is Us
○ Anxiety



Online Culture Normalizing Poor Mental Health

-“W hat are you Triggered?”

-normalized literal uses of mental illnes s , 

“this is giving me anxiety”, “I’m so manic 

right now lol”, etc.

-“W e’re reaching levels of A utisitic that 

shouldn’t be pos sible” meme

- “O M G  my A D HD” self-diagnosing

- Normalizing suicide memes (Tiktok)

- Us e of the term R etarded

While discussions in online 
spaces have been 
normalizing mental health 
it’s not always in a positive 
way. Unfortunately much of 
this discourse has 
normalized negative jokes 
or sitting with mental illness 
and not receiving 
help/treatment which has 
had the opposite effect than 
intended when many 
advocates set out to raise 
awareness about the 
importance of Mental 
Health.



Our 
Campaign





This is an important subject to discuss on social media considering how 
mental health and social media have become intrinsically linked and 
become more closely related as time goes by.

“Thoughts, locations, photos, identities, friendships, memories, politics, and almost everything else 
find their way into social media...Smartphones and their symbiotic social media give us a surfeit of 
options to tell the truth about who we are and what we are doing, and an audience for it all…” 
(Jurgenson 63).

While online, individuals are constantly presenting themselves along with scrutinizing their 
profiles and are constantly aware of how they are perceived. It would be beneficial to enter 
this same space and make room for positivity and awareness.


